PACKAGING
INSPIRED
BY TODAY’S
FOOD TRENDS

Our Packaging Value Model
At Sabert, we‘ve always been committed to helping people enjoy food in new ways.
With dedicated and knowledgeable service teams, we work with our customer partners to
combine deep insights about food and consumer trends with fast and flexible manufacturing to
drive higher levels of responsiveness and value. Our proven process infuses rapid innovation at
every level in order to deliver products and solutions that encompass all five areas of packaging
value: Performance, Presentation, Safety, Sustainability and Economics.
Together, we are all working to enhance and advance the way people enjoy food
– today and for generations to come.

Performance
With advanced materials and innovative features,
forms and functions, our products perform at the
highest levels in the most demanding conditions
and competitive markets.

Economics

Presentation

Our vertical integration and
flexible manufacturing approach
helps you drive down total
costs. With continuous
improvement and responsive
service, we achieve the
highest overall value for
each packaging solution.

Our proven designs enhance
the multi-sensory experience
of seeing, holding, buying and
enjoying good food. We bring
your food to life in a way that
drives sales, satisfaction and
loyalty.

Sustainability
From a broad range of recyclable
and compostable materials to
solar and geothermal facilities,
our sustainable practices and
products drive value by finding
better ways to work with
minimal impact on the
environment.

Safety

Rapid Innovation
Reinforced by the ever-evolving
market trends and consumer
needs, our rapid innovation helps
speed products to market, which
is as important to us as it is to
customers.

From tamper resistant features
to interlocking lids and rounded
edges, our products protect
consumers as well as the food.
This creates true value that
consumers see and feel.

Sabert By the
Numbers
Sabert Corporation is a leading global manufacturer of innovative food
packaging products and solutions. Our company was founded in 1983
on a single mission: to enhance and advance the way people enjoy
food. Today we design, manufacture and distribute a wide spectrum
of packaging solutions for food distributors, restaurants and caterers,
grocery stores, national food chains and consumer entertaining purposes.
Using Sabert’s proprietary Packaging Value Model™, we combine deep
insights about food lifecycles and consumer lifestyles. Our industryleading product designs deliver the highest level of value and service to
our customers.

A Sustainable Approach
Our commitment to sustainability spans far beyond recyclable or
compostable product lines. It impacts our entire business model,
from new product development to ongoing modification and product
improvements.
We pride ourselves on a deep-rooted commitment to environmental
values and responsibilities, which we bring to life each day through
continued efforts to reduce our corporate environmental impact. From
our facilities to our packaging – sustainability and quality are never
compromised.

Millions

Number of consumers who use
Sabert’s products annually

30+

Years developing and perfecting
packaging products

600+

Total number of unique
packaging products

6

Locations in three countries
across the globe

1,600+
Employees

COLLECTIONS
Sabert’s disposable catering products are Designed for the Occasion™, offering upscale
presentations at affordable prices. Our collection completes any table setting. From
platters to cutlery, we have the perfect canvas for your culinary creations.

CATERING
COLLECTION

Our disposable catering products feature a unique blend of sleek designs with premier
functionality to help make your next event a memorable one.

Sabert truly is the better choice in sustainable packaging with a full line of BPI Certified
options that meet both industrial and home composting standards. We combine
sustainable design with exceptional performance, using pulp that comes from sugar cane
fiber, one of the world’s most abundant annually renewable resources.

GREEN
COLLECTION

Sabert manufacturers both the bases and double lock lids, ensuring optimal lid fit and
leak resistance. Through an ongoing dedication to innovation, Sabert continually adds
versatility to our family of products.

HOT
COLLECTION

Give your customers the dining experience they expect, even when they’re on the go,
with Sabert’s premium hot food packaging. Our Hot Collection helps drive your takeout
and delivery business by keeping foods hot and fresh long after leaving your kitchen. Our
reheatable, stackable and leak proof containers are available in both hinged and 2-piece
configurations providing multiple options to meet operator needs. Sabert helps increase
your profits and customer loyalty with recyclable packaging designed for any hot food
culinary creation.

Sabert’s Kraft Collection of corrugated and paperboard food packaging solutions is
made with a variety of materials to achieve the highest recyclability and post-consumer
fiber content standards. Plus, its sturdy construction ensures food is properly insulated
and protected during transport.

KRAFT
COLLECTION

COLD
COLLECTION

SNACK
COLLECTION

BAKERY
COLLECTION

With Sabert’s Kraft Collection, you’ll help save substantial energy and reduce landfilldestined waste—while making a positive impression on guests with recycled-content
packaging that doesn’t sacrifice on strength or performance.

Sabert’s Cold Collection provides high-quality, aesthetically appealing disposable single
serve bowl, tubs, produce and lettuce trays in 8-64 oz. sizes with tamper-resistant
options. You’ll love our clear lids, clean lines and efficient, stackable shapes that allow
fresh ingredients and vibrant colors to shine while optimizing in-store shelf space. We
design and manufacture our cold packaging with customers in mind, using advanced
materials engineered to meet rigorous demands of today’s marketplace.

Sabert’s Snack Collection offers on-the-go packaging solutions for today’s mobile
consumer. Choose from a wide variety of efficient, stackable options with superior leak
resistant lids that keep foods fresh and secure, whether on the shelf, in a purse or on a
desk. Made from 100% compostable or recyclable materials, Sabert’s Snack Collection is
environmentally friendly, too. Perfect for anything from sandwiches, to sushi, to salads
and more.

Sabert’s Bakery Collection is designs using innovative features to make your special treats
stand out on the shelf and look irrestible. The collection provides high clarity PET, clean
aesthetics and innovative, high performance design features that drive impulse sales.

Sabert acquires LBP
Manufacturing LLC, a leading
producer of sustainable food
and beverage packaging

Headquartered in Sayreville, New Jersey, Sabert operates North American facilities in California, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Virginia as well as manufacturing facilities in Nivelles,
Belgium and Zhongshan, China
For more information on Sabert, please visit www.Sabert.com.

